Protein model quality assessment (QA) is a crucial and yet open problem in structural bioinformatics. The current best methods for single-model QA typically combine results from different approaches, each based on different input features constructed by experts in the field. Then, the prediction model is trained using a machine-learning algorithm. Recently, with the development of convolutional neural networks (CNN), the training paradigm has changed. In computer vision, the expertdeveloped features have been significantly overpassed by automatically trained convolutional filters. This motivated us to apply a three-dimensional (3D) CNN to the problem of protein model QA. We developed a novel method for single-model QA called Ornate. Ornate (Oriented Routed Neural network with Automatic Typing) is a residue-wise scoring function that takes as input 3D density maps. It predicts the local (residue-wise) and the global model quality through a deep 3D CNN. Specifically, Ornate aligns the input density map, corresponding to each residue and its neighborhood, with the backbone topology of this residue. This circumvents the problem of ambiguous orientations of the initial models. Also, Ornate includes automatic identification of atom types and dynamic routing of the data in the network. Established benchmarks (CASP 11 and CASP 12) demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of our approach among singlemodel QA methods. The method is available at https://team.inria.fr/nanod/software/Ornate/. It consists of a C++ executable that transforms molecular structures into volumetric density maps, and a Python code based on the TensorFlow framework for applying the Ornate model to these maps.
Introduction
Proteins are ubiquitous for virtually all biological processes. Identifying their role helps to understand and potentially control these processes. However, even though protein sequence determination is now a routine procedure, it is often very difficult to use this information to extract relevant functional knowledge about system under study. Indeed, the function of a protein relies on a combination of its chemical and mechanical properties, which are defined by its structure. Identifying protein structure from its sequence is thus a very important, though a challenging task. Experimental structure identification is not possible in all of the cases, and is generally very tedious and expensive. Therefore, computational methods that try to predict protein structure from its sequence have emerged in the past. Most of these methods combine the sampling of protein conformations step with the model quality assessment (QA) step. The former generates protein conformations, while the latter scores these to select the ones that will be as close as possible to the native structure.
In this work we only address the second problem and propose a novel method for protein model QA. This problem is challenging as it is shown by the fact that the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) community experiment (1) has an entire category dedicated to this specific topic (2) . Indeed, the folding of a protein to its native conformation is driven by thermodynamic laws. This process can be formally characterised by the changes in free energy, which includes both enthalpic and entropic contributions. The former is defined by the potential energy contributions, while the latter describes the shape of the potential energy landscape. A proper estimation of the free energy differences is a very difficult and computationally expensive task, as it generally assumes knowledge about the protein environment, which is rarely available, and includes high-dimensional sampling.
Many methods for protein folding QA have already been developed. The goal of these methods is to predict the folding quality of a protein structure receiving its three-dimensional (3D) model as input. Generally, QA methods can be split into several classes. The best performing methods are often the consensus-based ones. This means that they do not score one single model but a whole set of them by comparing the models to each other. This class of methods is represented by Pcons (3) or 3D-Jury (4), for example. These methods are among the best performers on various benchmarks, but they suffer from the fact that one model cannot be scored alone and its score depends on the quality of other models in the scoring set. The methods that do not use consensus are called single-model methods. Among the single model methods, one can distinguish simple methods such as VoroMQA (5) or RWplus (6) , which rely on a single type of structural features (contact area or pairwise atomic distances, respectively). Composite methods such as SBROD (7) aggregate many types of heterogeneous structural features. Metamethods such as QProb (8) or DeepQA (9) integrate results from different methods to obtain better results. The boundaries between these categories are not always clear as some methods like Proq3D (10) aggregate both structural features and Rosetta energy terms (11) .
The advent of machine learning techniques together with the growing amount of known 3D protein structures have broaden our possibilities to construct novel model QA methods. Specifically, convolutional neural networks (CNN, also sometimes referred to as deep learning) have demonstrated outstanding capacities for learning hierarchical representa-tions (12) . Very recently, 3D CNN has been applied to prediction of protein binding sites and also their interactions with ligands (13) (14) (15) (16) and also protein QA tasks (17) . However, one of the major hurdles for the success of 3D CNNs in this topic has been the uncertainty of choosing the reference orientation for the structures in the training and the test sets. For example, to circumvent this problem, (17) had to significantly augment the training set with random orientation of the input structures in 3D. This work reports on a significant improvement of the 3D CNN method applied to the protein QA task, mostly due to the found solution to the orientation problem of the input 3D data. To do so, first, we decompose the global QA scoring task into a set of residue-wise local scoring tasks. Second, each local scoring task is handled by a residue-wise CNN with the input data oriented according to the local backbone topology. Other improvements of our 3D CNN model include automatic identification of atom types and dynamic routing of the data in the network. The performance of our model in the model QA task surpasses other single-model methods that rely only on the structure of the model. It is also very close to the performance of composite meta-methods that also use sequence alignment and evolutionary information as additional features (18).
Method
A. Residue-wise scoring. Our model, called Ornate, which stands for Oriented Routed Neural network with Automatic Typing, relies on predicting local quality measures for each residue in a protein, provided a density map of its neighbourhood. There are several advantages of such technique compared to scoring the whole protein at once. Firstly, one protein structure contains many residues that provide multiple 3D examples to be used in training. Since the predicted score is local, the network can specifically learn local favoured or undesirable 3D geometries. This would not be possible by predicting the global score. Secondly, convolutional neural networks traditionally use a fixed input size. However, there are orders of magnitudes between the sizes of the smallest and the biggest proteins. Thus, choosing a fixed input size for the whole protein implies either constructing an oversized network, which will be costly to train and to run, or to be limited by the size of the structure to score. We should also notice that scaling the input structure to the input size of the network is very undesirable in our case, since we expect our network to learn some features that are not scale-invariant (e.g. hydrogen bonds or secondary structure). Finally, Ornate naturally provides a score per protein residue. This can be valuable for certain applications, where local scores are required. To obtain the global score for the overall model QA task, one simply needs to combine all the predicted local scores. This can be done in multiple ways. The score given to a structure by Ornate is the mean of the scores given to each of its residues. There are, generally, multiple options for ground-truth local quality measures (19) . For our purposes we required a relatively fast residue-wise measure. Therefore, we considered CAD-score (20) and LDDT (21) , and have chosen the former. This choice was motivated by the smoothness of CAD-score, and the absence of an arbitrary score threshold, even though the two scores are very correlated (19) .
B. Input.
For the estimation of the residue-wise score, Ornate is trained on cubic volumetric maps of side 19.2 Å centred and oriented on the given residue. This way, each map represents a certain residue with its spatial neighbourhood. Figure 1 shows an example of the protein volume captured by such a map. Input orientation Formally, the n th residue with its neighbourhood is represented by a cubic map positioned and oriented according the positions of its backbone atoms. The x direction of the map coincides with the vector pointing from the carbon of the previous residue (C n−1 ) to the nitrogen of the current residue (N n ). For the first residue, we define x with the vector pointing from the alpha carbon (Cα n ) of the current residue to C n . The y direction of the map is perpendicular to x and is defined such that Cα n lies in the halfplane O x y with y > 0 (see Fig. 2 ). Finally, z is defined as a vector product, z = x × y. Once the three basis vectors are defined, we specify the origin of the map such that N n is located at (6.1 Å, 6.6 Å, 9.6 Å) with respect to the map origin. This position has been chosen empirically such that all the atoms of all the residues among tested proteins fit in the map. This way, by definition, the position of N n in the local frame is always the same, C n−1 is constrained along the x axis and Cα n is constrained in the x y plane. In addition to these construction restraints, positional variance of other backbone atoms is also significantly reduced thanks to the fact that the values of the bond length and bond angles do not vary much. Also, a double bond between N n and C n−1 forces the alpha carbon and the oxygen of the previous residue (Cα n−1 and O n−1 ) to lie in the same plane as N n , C n−1 and Cα n . We specifically designed the local frame to keep constant the positions of as many atoms as possible. Indeed, we believe that having some invariant patterns allows CNN learning input structure better and faster, similarly to a situation with a human's brain, which recognizes characters from a picture more easily if the picture is oriented correctly. By explicitly defining the origin and orientation of the input map with respect to the backbone atoms of the residue, we do not need the network to be rotationally invariant (22) and no data augmentation by rotating or translating the input is required (23). and its position is fixed in the local frame. Thin outlines correspond to the atoms whose positions are partially constrained in space. Dashed outlines correspond to the atoms whose positions are unconstrained, but in practice do not vary much from the mean values.
Input values
The input maps are constructed from the atomic representation of the position of the current residue and its neighbouring atoms. The atomic representation of the structure is first transformed to a density function, then projected on a grid to obtain the map input for our CNN. The density function associates each point in space with a vector of 167 dimensions. These 167 dimensions correspond to the 167 different atom types that can be found in amino acids (without the hydrogens). A list of these atom types is given in Supplementary Information. More formally, let a i be the position of the i th atom of the structure, σ be the width of the Gaussian kernel (we use σ = 1Å) and t i be the 167-dimensional unit vector whose only non-zero component corresponds to the type of the i th atom. The density function d at a point v then reads as
To project the density on a map, we split the map in 24×24× 24 voxels of side 0.8 Å, and assign to each voxel the value of the density function at its centre. Figure 3 shows an example of the projection made with three atoms with different atom types, represented by red, green and blue colors. To reduce memory footprint, we store each component of a voxel value in one byte of data as a fixed-point number with a scaling value of 1/255. Thus, the map for one residue requires 24 * 24 * 24 * 167 = 2.3 MB of memory storage. As a consequence, a density smaller than 1/255 will be regarded as zero. This naturally truncates to zero values of the Gaussian kernel with arguments larger than ln(255)σ = 2.35 Å. It is thus possible not to consider atoms that are more distant than 2.35 Å from the map, and, with an appropriate neighbour search algorithm, to keep a linear complexity of the mapping algorithm with respect to the number of residues in the protein. C. Network topology. The CNN architecture used in this work is inspired by CNNs from computer vision. Figure 4 summarizes the network's topology. A typical CNN design begins with convolutional layers that deal with high dimensions of the input spatially-structured data, followed by fully connected layers after the dimensionality of the data has been reduced. In our design, the three convolutional layers learn high-level features while progressively coarsen them and reducing the data's dimensionality. Then, a set of fully connected layers combines these features and outputs a predic-Input :
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Weighted sum Fig. 4 . Summary of the network topology. The blue arrows represent 3D convolutional layers and the red arrows represent fully connected layers. A more complete description is given in Supplementary Information. tion. As the activation function, we used ELU (24) , which has been proven to speed up learning in deep neural networks and lead to higher classification accuracies. We also include batch normalization layers (25) that accelerate the training and improve the accuracy of the network's predictions. Finally, we added two additional layers, a "retyper" and a "router" designed for specific purposes, which are explained below.
The retyper layer A very original and uncommon pattern of the current network is the presence of the first layer that we called "retyper". This layer, which is technically a convolutional layer of size 1 × 1 × 1 with 167 input channels and 15 output channels, projects each of the 167 atom types that exist in proteins to a feature space of dimension 15. By doing so, we reduce the dimensionality of the input by a factor of 11, and switch from a sparse data representation to a dense one. Indeed, a voxel with n nonzero components implies n atoms of different types located at a distance smaller than 2.35 Å from the voxel center. In practice, there can be at most a dozen of nonzero components in one voxel.
Router layer After the convolutional layers, we apply a data routing layer. Our initial idea was to explicitly allow the combination of the features to be different depending on the residue type provided in input. We separately trained 20 different routes as a second part of our network, which were specific to each type of amino acids. However, to do so, we needed 20 times more training steps because only one route was trained at a time. In practice, some routes should require even more training steps, since the amino acid distribution is not even in proteins. Altogether, the gain from having a different model for each route was not worth the additional training. As a second attempt, we later changed our network architecture to let the network learn the data routing as proposed in (26) . The idea here was to have a network called "router" that predicts which route should be trusted to score these particular data. In this implementation, the data outputed by the convolutional layers are sent to every route and the final score is an average of the different outputs, weighted by the router predictions. The advantage compared to the previous technique is that the router can learn more relevant criteria than just the residue type to choose which route to select.
D. Training loss function.
We chose to train Ornate to approximate the value of CAD-score (20) of each residue. As a result, we set the training loss function for a residue r i scored s(r i ) by our network as :
Training Loss = (s(r i ) − CAD-score(r i )) 2 (2)
The training loss is thus simply the squared difference between the prediction and the ground truth for each residue.
E. Training phase.
As the training set, we used the server submissions for CASP 7, 8, 9, 10 stage 2 experiments. We also removed a few structures whose CAD-score were equal to zero, or whose backbone was incomplete. We trained Ornate with 100,000 optimization steps using a stochastic gradient descent method (please see Supplementary Information for more details). Each step optimizes the network on 10 consecutive residues from an input structure. When a structure is running out of residue, a new one is randomly selected. Thus, we used a total of 1M residues for optimizing the network. This represent less than 10,000 structures, while stages 2 of CASP 7, 8, 9, 10 contain each about 10,000 models. Each structure is thus used at most once, meaning that the values of the training loss function were always computed for new structures. Figure 5 shows the training loss during each step of the training. Since this loss is very fluctuant, we also plot a smoothed version of the loss defined at each training step n as:
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This smoothed version seems to reach a plateau after about 80,000 steps so we decided to stop the training at this point. The overall decrease of loss cannot be due to over-fitting, since each step was trained on new data. 
Results and discussion
A. Comparison with the state-of-the-art. We compared the results of our scheme with several other state-of-the-art QA methods. To do so, we used the same benchmark as (7) and (8) . For a rigorous comparison, we trained Ornate with the data from CASP 7 -10 server submissions, and blindly scored protein models from CASP 11 and CASP 12 server submissions, stage 1 and 2. Formally, for each target of CASP 11, and CASP 12, we have a model set M = {P 1 , ..., P n } and a native structure P 0 . We computed estimators of the performance of QA methods Q with respect to the ground-truth measure G, where G(P ) measures the similarity between the model P and native structure P 0 . The prediction loss (P. L.) is defined as :
Let us define the average of a function F over a set M = {P 1 , ..., P n } as
Pearson's r is defined as
Spearman's ρ measures the correlation between the rankings given by two functions
Kendall's τ is defined by 
The average losses, Pearson's r, Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ are an average of these indicators computed for each target. They estimate how well the scoring function can compare structures with the same sequence, and how well it picks the best among them. In addition, we computed global Pearson's r, Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ on the union of all decoy sets. These estimate the capability of a method to compare quality of structures with different sequences, and thus to predict if a model is far or close to the native structure. We compared our method only with single-model methods (we excluded consensus-based methods), which are listed below. SBROD (7) is a coarse-grain knowledge-based method trained using four types of structural features, residueresidue pairwise features, backbone atom-atom pairwise features, hydrogen bonding features and solventsolvate features. We used the version from https: //gitlab.inria.fr/grudinin/sbrod trained on CASP 5-10 server predictions. VoroMQA (5) is a statistical potential trained on inter-atomic contact areas. We used the version included in the package voronota version 1.18.1877 from https://bitbucket.org/kliment/ voronota/downloads/. RWplus (6) is a classical gold-standard statistical potential that uses a pairwisedependent atomic potential, with a side chain orientationdependent energy term. We used the binary provided at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/RW/. 3DCNN (17) is another method that uses convolutional networks trained on protein density maps. We were not able to run this method on our side so we used the scores provided in http://proteinfoldingproject. com/static/datasets/models.tar.gz. Only the scores of CASP 11 are available in this archive. Proq3D (10) is a method that combines many heterogeneous expertdefined features using a deep-learning algorithm. It contains different back-end models to fit different geometrical scores. To fairly compare Proq3D with our method, we Table 1 . Performance of different methods for model quality assessment on CASP 11 and CASP 12 benchmarks. The ground-truth measure is CAD-score. The sign * indicates that the scoring function has been specifically trained to fit this measure. The three best performing methods are highlighted in orange with increasing saturation. Av. and Gl. stand for average and global. P.L., r, ρ and τ stand for prediction loss, Pearson's r, Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ , respectively.
used the version of Proq3D trained on CAD-score with rotameric optimization enabled. We should also mention that Proq3D does not only rely on protein structure, as it uses a sequence database to extract the relevant evolutionary information (18) . We used the method available at https://bitbucket.org/ElofssonLab/proq3 with a version of UniRef sequence database (27) from 2013 that was already available when CASP 11 challenge started.
First, we evaluated the QA methods by comparing them with CAD-score as a ground-truth score. Table 1 lists the results.
We can see that our method is almost always ranked second after Proq3D. We should note that historically, the protein structure prediction community was biased towards using GDT-TS (28) as a quality measure. Therefore, many of the machine learning-based methods (including those from our performance benchmark) have been specifically trained to approximate GDT-TS. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we ran an additional test. Here, we computed the loss, Pearson correlation and Kendall's τ using GDT-TS as the groundtruth score. Table 2 lists the performance results. We can see that Proq3D is again the best performing method (even though it was trained on CAD-score). Here, our method performs, as expected, less impressive compared to the previous test (comparison with CAD-score). In particular, the average correlations are not as high as for the VoroMQA or SBROD methods, which were specifically trained to match GDT-TS. However, it is the second best method for picking the best structure in 3 out of 4 datasets, and it is also among the best for the global correlations, meaning that our method is still useful to assess the absolute quality of models. It is also very interesting to see the performance comparison between Ornate and 3dCNN. Indeed, 3dCNN is the most similar method to our work, and it was our starting point. Thus, performing better than 3dCNN demonstrates the progress we made with the choice of the network architecture. Our method performs better on every single indicator, in both CAD-score and GDT-TS tests, even though 3dCNN has been specifically trained to match GDT-TS. Table 2 . Performance of different methods for model quality assessment on CASP 11 and CASP 12 benchmarks. The ground-truth measure is GDT-TS. The sign * indicates that the scoring function has been specifically trained to fit this measure. The three best performing methods are highlighted in orange with increasing saturation. Av. and Gl. stand for average and global. P.L., r, ρ and τ stand for prediction loss, Pearson's r, Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ , respectively.
B. Local scores.
A particularity of Ornate is to also compute local scores for each model residue. This helps to predict which part of the model structure is poorly folded or should be refined. Figure 6 shows a few examples of CASP server predictions scored with Ornate (for targets T0854, T0367, and T0768) with some correctly modeled parts and poorly modeled ones. As a reference, we also show the same models colored according to the ground-truth CAD-scores, and the reference crystallographic structures. This figure demonstrates a very good correlation between what Ornate predicts as poorly folded residues and what are actually the poorly folded residues.
C. Computational details. We implemented the Ornate method using a combination of C++ and Python programming languages. The part for the generation of input volumetric maps was written in C++. The NN's training part uses Python with the TensorFlow framework (29) . The computational time thus can also be decomposed into two parts that take approximately the same time. Creating a 3D map from a residue structure and its neighborhood takes about 30 ms (measured with an I7 CPU), and running the network for one map takes about 20 ms (measured on a GeForce GTX 680 GPU). Please also note that the latter time was measured for TensorFlow with GPU support, and it may be up to 100 times slower without it. Overall, the complexity of scoring one protein model grows linearly with the number of residues in the model structure. For example, scoring a mid-size protein structure with about 200 residues takes about 1s.
Conclusion
This work presents Ornate, one of the first 3D CNN methods for the protein model QA problem. Ornate demonstrates a significant improvement over the previous 3D CNN attempts. This improvement was made possible thanks to several dedicated network topology designs that we introduced. These include residue-wise scoring, orientation of the input maps according to the backbone atoms, the retyper layer and data routing. Ornate is competitive to most state-of-the-art single-model protein model QA methods. For example, when compared to the best of these, also trained to match CAD-score, on stage 2 of CASP 11 (which seems to be the hardest dataset to score according to our measures), the average correlations and prediction losses of Ornate are at the same level as the ones from Proq3D. However, Proq3D, compared to Ornate, accesses additional sequence data. Even though Ornate does not reach the accuracy of the best meta-methods on all the indicators, its reasonable scoring time (about 1 second for mid-size proteins) makes it a good candidate to be integrated in such metamodels. In addition, Ornate produces a smooth score with respect to atom positions in the model, as it has derivatives of all orders. Thus, its gradient can be easily computed. This property can be used for subsequent model refinement.
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